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Stuff Every Cannabisseur Should Know
A pocket guide with everything you need to know to enjoy sushi at a restaurant or at home.
Sushi is one of the most popular foods in the world. But sushi lovers know there’s more to
learn beyond the spicy tuna, salmon avocado, and California maki roll lunch special at your
local restaurant. This staple of the Japanese diet has been perfected by sushi chefs for
hundreds of years. Each component—from the fish and the rice to the nori, vegetables,
wasabi, and soy sauce—works in perfect harmony to create a single bite of pure pleasure. But
sushi can also be intimidating. Where does the fish come from? Are there seasons for sushi
fish? What does omakase mean? And how do you make sushi at home? Within the pages of
this pocket-sized guide, you’ll find information, how-tos, and trivia for sushi lovers at all levels.
Experts and newbies alike will learn: · Types of Sushi Fish and Their Origins · The Importance
of Sushi Rice · Sushi Etiquette · 10 Ways to Expand Your Palate · How to Slice Fish · And
more!

Stuff Every Grandfather Should Know
They say there are four ways to improve your golf game- take lessons, practice constantly,
start cheating . . . or read this book. Just in time for Father's Day, Stuff Every Golfer Should
Knowis filled with golf trivia, jokes, and tips for sinking every shot. Readers will discover the
world's finest golf courses, legendary scandals in the sport's history, unexpected secrets from
its biggest players, and much more. Plus, the handy size lets you take it from the green to the
clubhouse.

The Universal Household Assistant
The Films of Martin Scorsese
For newlyweds, happily married men, and every husband in between, this pocket-sized gift
book is packed with tips and tricks for marriage.
This attractive handbook is perfect for the
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married (or soon to be married!) man. Great for engagements, weddings, or anniversaries, this
little black book includes chapters on all the things a guy can do to make a good husband,
including: · How to Make Decisions · The Ten Commandments of Laundry · How to Hire
Handymen · How Not to Fight over Money · Side with Your Wife, Not Your Mother

A Year of Hitchcock
From the #1 wedding brand, the bestselling wedding book, updated with all-new budget ideas,
online tools, and event planning and personalizing trends First comes love, then comes . . .
planning! Before a fabulous celebration, there are vendors to hire, budgets to calculate,
decisions galore to make. Packed with The Knot's top tips and worksheets, checklists, and
contact sheets for you to fill in, this book is the one-stop resource that keeps brides focused
but stress-free. The Knot Ultimate Wedding Planner paperback takes you through the process
step by easy-to-follow step, with: · Budget worksheets (and all the latest digital tools for
keeping track of costs) as well as hundreds of invisible ways to cut costs when selecting
everything from flowers to the venue and menu · Wedding planning timelines (including a
brand-new express timeline for couples getting married in 3 months or fewer) · Guest list and
invitation worksheets (with guidance on what you can now do online) · Vendor contract
checklists (and tons of new online resources for finding the pros you need) · Fun ideas for
personalizing your reception, from photo booths to signature cocktails in any color your heart
desires · Web links and other useful resources for planning on the go (including recommended
apps to download and up-to-the-minute advice on building your wedding website)

The Groom's Instruction Manual
Alfred Hitchcock's career spanned more than five decades, during which he directed more than
50 films, many of them indisputable classics: Notorious, Strangers on a Train, Rear Window,
Vertigo, North by Northwest, and Psycho, among others. In A Year of Hitchcock: 52 Weeks
with the Master of Suspense, authors Jim McDevitt and Eric San Juan provide a
comprehensive examination of Hitchcock's film-to-film development, spanning from the
beginning of his career in silents to his final film in 1976, including his work on two French
propaganda shorts he directed during World War II and segments he directed for Alfred
Hitchcock Presents. Organized into 52 chapters and arranged in chronological order, the book
invites readers to spend a year with the director's most notable works, all of which are available
on DVD. Each film is examined in the context of Hitchcock's career, as the authors consider
the themes central to his work; discuss each film's production; comment on the cast, script,
and other aspects of the film; and assess the film's value to the Hitchcock viewer. From The
Lodger to Family Plot, 68 works directed by Hitchcock are analyzed. Each analysis is
supplemented by key film facts, trivia, awards, a guide to his cameos, a filmography, and a
listing of available DVD releases. Whether readers decide to undertake the journey through his
films one week at a time or pick and choose at their discretion, A Year of Hitchcock will open
the eyes of any viewer who wants to better understand this director's evolution as an artist.

Forrest Gump
*Kazuo Ishiguro's new novel Klara and the Sun is now available to preorder* One of the most
acclaimed novels of the 21st Century, from the Nobel Prize-winning author Shortlisted for the
Man Booker Prize Kazuo Ishiguro imagines the lives of a group of students growing up in a
darkly skewed version of contemporary England. Narrated by Kathy, now thirty-one, Never Let
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Me Go dramatises her attempts to come to terms with her childhood at the seemingly idyllic
Hailsham School and with the fate that has always awaited her and her closest friends in the
wider world. A story of love, friendship and memory, Never Let Me Go is charged throughout
with a sense of the fragility of life. 'Exquisite.' Guardian 'A feat of imaginative sympathy.' New
York Times What readers are saying: 'A book I will return to again and again, and one that
keeps me thinking even after finishing it. 5/5 stars' 'I loved it, every single word of it.' 'It took me
wholly by surprise.' 'Utterly beautiful.' 'Essentially perfect.'

Never Let Me Go
"Making sure your wedding goes without a hitch is overwhelming--especially with the added
pressure of staying on budget. Whether you have $10,000 or $1,000, wedding planner and
author behind The Budget Savvy Bride, Jessica Bishop, helps you set a realistic budget with
the organizational tools and insider tips in this wedding planner. Vowing to help you get
organized and stay sane, this wedding planner helps you say "I do" on a budget that is right for
you."--Amazon.com.

De Facto Currency Baskets of China and East Asian Economies
A journal of memories from the proposal to I Do! by Amy K. Rosenthal.

Stuff Every Bride Should Know
Bride's Instruction Manual
From timing the engagement to enjoying the honeymoon, this is the groom's ticket to a hasslefree wedding.

Stuff Every Sushi Lover Should Know
When Omar Yussef travels to Nablus, the West Bank's most violent town, to attend a wedding,
he little expects the trouble that awaits him. An ancient Torah scroll belonging to the
Samaritans, descendants of the biblical Joseph, has been stolen. But when the dead body of a
young Samaritan is discovered, a seemingly straightforward theft inquiry takes an unexpected
turn. As Omar sets out to find the perpetrators of this murder, he is driven down into the murky
alleys and tunnels of the old casbah in Nablus. Here, as he uncovers the secret deals of one of
the region's richest businessmen, and the shadowy world of the tiny Samaritan community, he
begins to wonder whether he will be able to attend the wedding after all

What to Expect: The Second Year
Filled with tips, tricks and handy lists, this pocket-sized guide to campus life gives college kids
the lowdown on everything from pulling all-nighters to navigating dorm-room drama.

Stuff Every Dad Should Know
The Arabian Nights (or One Thousand and One Nights) is a collection of stories compiled by
various authors, translators and scholars from countries across the Middle East and South
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Asia. The tales trace their roots back to ancient Arabia and Yemen, ancient Indian literature
and Persian literature, ancient Egyptian literature and Mesopotamian mythology, ancient Syria
and Asia Minor, and medieval Arabic folk stories from the Caliphate era. Though the oldest
Arabic manuscript dates from the fourteenth century, scholarship generally dates the
collection's genesis to somewhere between AD 800-900.

The Budget-Savvy Wedding Planner & Organizer
The Films of Martin Scorsese: Gangsters, Greed, and Guilt looks at the 24 features directed by
Martin Scorsese in chronological order, providing an overview with some historical context,
followed by a brief synopsis, and other details per film. An accessible analysis that dives deep
into the themes, techniques, and innovations of each movie

Breaking Down Breaking Bad: Unpeeling the Layers of Television's Greatest
Drama
This pocket-sized handbook features all the skills a modern lady needs! This little gift book is
packed with tips, tricks, and life hacks for women who need to know everything. With advice on
etiquette and social situations, entertaining and cooking tips, do-it-yourself instructions, health
information, self-defense techniques, and much, much more, this is the ultimate—but
petite!—reference guide for go-getters, self-starters, and independent women everywhere.
Featuring: · How to Ask for a Raise · Ten Stylish Pieces Every Woman Should Own · How to
Throw a Football · Good Responses to Bad Pick-Up Lines · How to Host a Cocktail Party · How
to Parallel Park

National Live Stock Journal
This little gift book is packed with tips, tricks, and life hacks for the modern renaissance man.
With chapters on domestic life, personal appearance, etiquette and socializing, business and
pleasure, love and relationships, and health and wellness, it's the ultimate little black book for
men of all ages. You'll find all the answers in a concise but comprehensive pocket-sized
package. This handy reference guide features everything the modern man should know (but
might not), including: * How to Cast a Fishing Rod * How to Open a Beer Bottle Without an
Opener * How to Ask for a Raise * How to Start a Simple Skincare Routine * How to Make
Friends as an Adult * How to Entertain Children Plus wardrobe essentials, advice on car
maintenance, how to start a conversation in five languages, exercise tips, grilling instructions,
and much, much more!

The Arabian Nights
Akira Kurosawa
From breaking the news to your friends to planning the ultimate bachelor party to melting cold
feet, this pocket-sized manual is packed with tips to get smoothly from oyes!o to oI do.o Plus
lists, dos and don'ts, and reference charts that make this stylish handbook the perfect gift for
guys about to tie the knot. Author Eric San Juan provides plenty of tips to help grooms
navigate the big day and beyond.
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What Every Groom Needs to Know
Wedding planning doesn't have to be stressful! From budgeting to bachelorette parties to
writing your own vows, this pocket-sized manual is packed with tips to plan, execute, and enjoy
the perfect engagement and wedding. It's a personal wedding planner you can carry in your
pocket . . . the perfect engagement present or planning handbook for any soon-to-be bride.

Stuff Every Cook Should Know
Ready to try a diet that's greener, healthier, and better for the planet? Here's an easy and
approachable guide to the world of eating, cooking, and living meat-free. Featuring chapters on
everything from choosing the right meat substitutes and building a complete protein to dining
out and troubleshooting the "Help, I'm still hungry!" stage, this pocket-sized book's tips and
tutorials will take you from wannabe veggie to vegetarian extraordinaire. Plus sample shopping
lists, health benefits of going meatless, and recipe ideas to keep you on track for a long-and
healthy!-vegetarian life.

The Groom's Guide
A guide to raising children covers the principles of adapting a parenting style to match a
particular child's needs, establishing a structure and limits, and promoting such qualities as
honesty, kindness, and independence.

Stuff Every Golfer Should Know
Chronicles the rollicking misadventures of Forrest Gump, an idiot savant college football player
whose mathematical genius does not prevent his flunking out and who finds himself drafted for
Vietnam.

Stuff Every College Student Should Know
"What Every Autistic Girl Wishes Her Parents Knew" is the book that many of us wish our
parents would have had access to when we were growing up. In this first book release from the
Autism Women's Network, the autistic contributors write with honesty and generosity about the
emotional needs, sensitivity, and vibrancy of autistic girls.

Annual Report of the Michigan Dairymen's Association
A go-to wedding resource for anyone who'd classify themselves as groom or groom-adjacent.
The Groom's Guide gives grooms and groomsmen the tools they need to make their wedding
one of the best days of their lives and look damn good while doing it.

Groomology
Man Nup: A Groom's Guide to Heroic Wedding Planning. A practical, hands-on guide for men
who are up to the challenge of planning their own wedding. But what do you mean?! What's
wrong with those 'other' wedding planning books They're great but they're written for a
particular stereotype. Man Nup assumes you don't know anything about weddings. Like what a
bridal salon is. Or a charger. Or why people buy aisle runners. This book explains wedding
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planning from the beginning: the budget, the guest list, the flowers, AV Club, bachelor parties
in Vegas, handling drunk Aunt Mabel Everything. Whether you're gay or straight, Man Nup is
the wedding planning book you're looking for. In addition to giving you no-BS advice, Man Nup
talks to real men who've actually planned their wedding. Be a man. Plan your wedding. Or at
least don't look like an idiot about wedding planning.

Stuff Every Husband Should Know
For decades, bookstore childcare sections were dominated by books for women that is, until
Quirk's Baby Owner's Manual offered a fun and refreshing alternative for male readers. Now
we're crashing the wedding section with The Groom's Instruction Manual, an irreverent guide
to everything guys need to know about: Getting Engaged (popping the question, finding a ring)
Wedding Planning (choosing a location, drafting a guest list) The Big Day (rehearsal dinners,
toasts, what to do if you start crying) Post-Wedding (honeymooning, thank-you notes,
newlywedding) And much more Illustrated in the award-winning visual style that has made our
Owner's Manual series a smash success, The Groom's Instruction Manual is the perfect
shower gift for (engaged) men of all ages.

The Knot Ultimate Wedding Planner
The Everything Groom Book
At Last! A No-Nonsense Guide to Bridal Essentials! Feuding in-laws, rehearsal dinner
meltdowns, controlling wedding planners-- what's a gal to do when her Big Day threatens to go
down with more drama than a boatload of wedding crashers? Have no fear: "The Bride's
Instruction Manual "boils it all down to the basics, covering every topic you need to know to
march down that aisle with confidence, from setting the date and choosing The Dress to
creating your guest list. Chock-full of cheat sheets to keep you on track and on budget, "The
Bride's Instruction Manual "is the perfect shower gift for every blushing bride-to-be--courtesy of
veteran wedding journalist Carrie Denny.

Stuff Every Groom Should Know
A lighthearted primer for busy fathers shares counsel on a wide range of parenting topics from
burping babies and squelching tantrums to assigning chores and saving for college, in a
reference complemented by nutritional guidelines, road-trip survival advice and tips for bonding
with moody teens.

Stuff Every Woman Should Know
The perfect gift for the cannabis-curious and the pot-lover in your life, this pocket guide
includes the history, culture, and many uses of marijuana, from recreation to self-care.
Cannabis has been one of the most popular psychoactive herbs across the world since before
recorded history. With the legalization of marijuana across the United States, there's never
been a better time to learn about its many uses, effects, and strains, as well as its impact on
entertainment and culture. Within the pages of this pocket-sized guide, you'll find information,
how-tos, and trivia for weed-users at all levels. Newbies and cannabisseurs alike will learn: ·
How to Roll a Joint · How to Throw a Weed Party · How to Grow in Legal Environments · How
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to Buy from a Dispensary · Cooking with Cannabis · And more!

Bride-to-Be Book
Stuff Every Man Should Know
Becoming a grandfather is one of the most exciting events in a man's life--but there's a lot to
learn! This little book is jam-packed with all the wisdom, know-how, and trivia that you'll need to
become the best grandfather you can be, including- * How to Pick Your Grandfather Nickname
* How to Share Your Wisdom * How to Tell A Tall Tale * When to Step Up and When to Step
Back * Planning for Your Future (And Theirs) The handsome package and timeless information
make this a perfect gift for seasoned grandpas and grandpas-to-be alike.

The Samaritan's Secret
This is an accessible look at the films of Akira Kurosawa, whose movies are works of art and
popular culture touchstones, influencing such directors as George Lucas and Steven
Spielberg. The author examines all of the director’s works and explains why that film is
culturally significant and what makes it an enjoyable viewing experience.

Stuff Every Vegetarian Should Know
This is your guide to all the things that happen after “I do.” The advice in this book to grooms is
pretty simple. You don’t need to become an expert on women. Only one woman. Learn the
secrets to loving and cherishing her. Take an honest look at your family of origin: its unwritten
codes, how it has shaped you, and the ways it affects your relationship with your wife. Learn
how to speak each other’s “language” and appreciate the qualities each of you brings to your
marriage. Robert Wolgemuth and Mark DeVries offer a solid, approachable look at improving
communication skills, secrets for a great sex life, budgeting basics, dealing with in-laws,
navigating tough times, and much more. Above all, you’ll cultivate a spiritual unity that draws
the two of you closer to each other as you draw closer to God. Make this first year together as
husband and wife what it was meant to be: the most important year in your life.

Annual Report
This expanded edition of Chinua Achebe's first novel portrays the collision of African and
European cultures in an Igbo village. Okonkwo, a great man in Igbo traditional society, cannot
adapt to the profound changes brought by the British conquest of Nigeria. Yet, as in classic
tragedy, Okonkwo's character as well as external forces contribute to his downfall. This
expanded edition includes new illustrations, maps, additional essays on history, culture,and
literature, and reference material to help readers see Achebe's classic novel in social and
historical context, and to understand its place in world literature.

What Every Autistic Girl Wishes Her Parents Knew
The Ten Basic Principles of Good Parenting
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Expert cooking tips and timeless kitchen wisdom make this culinary how-to handbook a musthave for home cooks of all skill levels. You don’t need expensive gadgets, cutting-edge cutlery,
or a rack of exotic spices to be a great cook. You just need the timeless wisdom found in Stuff
Every Cook Should Know. You’ll learn · How to Care for Cast Iron · How to Sharpen a Knife ·
How to Reduce Waste · How to Make Meals Ahead Plus measurement conversions, kitchen
organizing tips, basic knife cuts, how to stop onions from making you cry, and much more.
Now you’re cooking!

Man Nup
What Every Smart Groom Needs to Know The ring's on her finger, her to-do list is growing,
and her mood is frantic. What's a groom to do? Let Groomology show him how becoming a
partner in the wedding process can make the whole event more enjoyable, meaningful, and
memorable. Time and time again, soon-to-be husbands only tackle what the bride-to-be has
told them to do. Groomology outlines these traditional groom's duties but goes a step further to
instruct grooms in the art of getting involved. Grooms Will Learn The Best Strategies For A
Happy Bride, Including: Being Sensitive To the Bride's Needs and Worries Taking Over Tasks
the Bride Doesn't Want Understanding How Much Work Goes Into It All Reducing Her Stress
Giving an Opinion Letting Go of an Opinion Being Creative The One Thing He Needs to Do
The Benefit of Venting When Doing More Is Less Complete with helpful resources, a guide to
bridal party responsibilities and etiquette, tips on hiring vendors, wedding statistics, and more,
Groomology is sure to keep couples happy throughout the tricky planning process. Bonus:
Including 100 romantic ways to reduce planning stress!

Things Fall Apart
The international super-successful What to Expectbrand has delivered again - announcing the
arrival of a brand-new member of family: What to Expect the Second Year. This essential
sequel to What to Expect the First Year picks up the action at baby's first birthday, and takes
parents through what can only be called 'the wonder year' - 12 jam-packed (and jam-smeared)
months of memorable milestones (from first steps to first words, first scribbles to first friends),
lightning-speed learning, endless explorations driven by insatiable curiosity. Not to mention a
year of challenges, both for toddlers and the parents who love them, but don't always love their
behaviour (picky eating, negativity, separation anxiety, bedtime battles, biting, and tantrums).
Comprehensive, reassuring, empathetic, realistic and practical, What to Expect the Second
Yearis filled with solutions, strategies, and plenty of parental pep talks. It helps parents decode
the fascinating, complicated, sometimes maddening, always adorable little person last year's
baby has become. From the first birthday to the second, this must-have book covers
everything parents need to know in an easy-to-access, topic-by-topic format, with chapters on
growth, feeding, sleeping, behaviours of every conceivable kind, discipline (including teaching
right from wrong), and keeping a toddler healthy and safe as he or she takes on the world.
There's a developmental time line of the second year plus special 'milestone' boxes throughout
that help parents keep track of their toddler's development. Thinking of travelling with tot in
tow? There's a chapter for that, too.
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